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Disclaimer

▪ This presentation and the information contained herein (collectively “this presentation”) is for the information of the shareholders of Toshiba Corporation
(“Toshiba”). 3D Investment Partners Pte. Ltd. is the investment manager of funds (“3D Funds”) that hold shares in Toshiba.

▪ This presentation represents the views, estimates and opinions of 3D Investment Partners Pte. Ltd. exclusively, with regards to the business, capital
structure, board of directors and governance structure of Toshiba. 3D Investment Partners Pte. Ltd. represents such views, estimates and opinions solely
in its capacity as investment manager to the 3D Funds.

▪ This presentation should not be construed as a solicitation or request for other shareholders or any third party to jointly exercise together with 3D
Investment Partners Pte. Ltd. and its affiliates (“3DIP”), their rights as a shareholder (including, but not limited to, voting rights) with respect to the
election of directors or any other proposal to be presented to shareholders at Toshiba’s 181st annual general meeting of shareholders or the undertaking
of any other action. 3DIP disclaims any intention or agreement to be treated as a joint holder with other shareholders under any Japanese law (or other
applicable law) by virtue of its act to express its views, estimates and opinions or otherwise to engage in dialogue with other shareholders in or through
this presentation.

▪ 3DIP does not have any intention to receive any power to represent other shareholders who hold the shares of Toshiba in relation to the exercise of their
voting rights.

▪ Nothing in this presentation should be construed as an offer, invitation, marketing of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation
of any kind, nor as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, to enter into or
conclude any transaction or take or refrain from taking any other course of action (whether on the terms shown therein or otherwise), or as an opinion on
the merits or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy. Any examples of strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative
purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future strategy or performance or the chances of success of any particular strategy.

▪ This presentation is for informational purposes only and should not be relied on by any person for any purpose and are not, and should not be construed
as investment, financial, legal, tax or other advice.

▪ This presentation has been compiled based on publicly available information (which have not been separately verified by 3DIP) and does not purport to
be complete, timely or comprehensive. 3DIP has not received any inside information as defined in the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act of Japan
(“Inside Information”) and has not included any Inside Information in this presentation.

▪ This presentation contains “forward-looking statements.” Specific forward-looking statements can be identified by the fact that they do not relate strictly
to historical or current facts and include, without limitation, words such as “may,” “will,” “expects,” “believes,” “anticipates,” “plans,” “estimates,”
“projects,” “targets,” “forecasts,” “seeks,” “could” or the negative of such terms or other variations on such terms or comparable terminology. Similarly,
statements that describe 3DIP’s objectives, plans, business strategy or goals are forward-looking. Any forward-looking statements are based on 3DIP’s
intent, belief, expectations, estimates, assumptions and projections, taking into consideration all information available to 3DIP at such point of time.
These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that are difficult to predict,
are not within the control of 3DIP and that could cause actual results to differ materially. Accordingly, you should not rely upon forward-looking
statements as a prediction of actual results and actual results may vary materially from what is expressed in or indicated by the forward-looking
statements. 3DIP undertakes no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future
developments, or otherwise.
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Disclaimer

▪ Although 3DIP believes the information contained in this presentation to be accurate and reliable, 3DIP makes no representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of those statements or any other written or oral communication it makes with respect to Toshiba
and any other companies mentioned, and 3DIP expressly disclaims any liability relating to those statements or communications (or any inaccuracies or
omissions therein). With respect to any public company referred to herein, there may be non-public information in the possession of the public companies
or insiders thereof that has not been publicly disclosed by those companies. Therefore all information contained in this presentation is presented “as is,”
without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied, and 3DIP makes no representations, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or
completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. You should obtain your own professional advice and
conduct your own independent evaluation with respect to the subject matter therein. 3DIP expressly disclaims any responsibility or liability for any loss
howsoever arising from any use of or reliance on the information contained in this presentation (or any inaccuracies or omissions therein) as a whole or
in part by any person, or otherwise howsoever arising in connection with the same. Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of
capital. Any forecasts or estimates are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as limitations of the maximum possible loss or gain. 3DIP
may without notice to any person change all or any part of this presentation, but is not under any obligation to provide any amended, updated or
additional information or materials or to correct any inaccuracies in this presentation.

▪ This presentation may include content or quotes from, or hyperlinks to, news coverage or other third party sources (“Third Party Materials”). Permission
to quote from Third Party Materials in this presentation may neither have been sought nor obtained. The content of the Third Party Materials has not been
independently verified by 3DIP and does not necessarily represent the views of 3DIP. The authors and/or publishers of the Third Party Materials are
independent of, and may have different views to 3DIP. The making available of Third Party Materials on this presentation does not imply that 3DIP
endorses or concurs with any part of the content of the Third Party Materials or that any of the authors or publishers of the Third Party Materials endorses
or concurs with any views which have been expressed by 3DIP on the relevant subject matter. The Third Party Materials may not be representative of all
relevant news coverage or views expressed by other third parties on the stated issues.

▪ In respect of information that has been prepared by 3DIP (and not otherwise attributed to any other party) and which appear in the English language
version of this presentation, in the event of any inconsistency between the English language version and the Japanese language version of this
presentation, the meaning of the English language version shall prevail unless otherwise expressly indicated.

▪ 3DIP currently beneficially owns and/or has an economic interest in and may in the future beneficially own and/or have an economic interest in, Toshiba
group securities. 3DIP intends to review its investments in the Toshiba group on a continuing basis and depending upon various factors, including
without limitation, the Toshiba group’s financial position and strategic direction, the outcome of any discussions with Toshiba, overall market conditions,
other investment opportunities available to 3DIP, and the availability of Toshiba group securities at prices that would make the purchase or sale of
Toshiba group securities desirable, 3DIP may from time to time (in the open market or in private transactions, including since the inception of 3DIP’s
position) buy, sell, cover, hedge or otherwise change the form or substance of any of its investments (including Toshiba securities) to any degree in any
manner permitted by any applicable law and expressly disclaims any obligation to notify others of any such changes. 3DIP also reserves the right to take
any actions with respect to its investments in Toshiba as it may deem appropriate, including, but not limited to, communicating with the board of
directors, management and other investors.

▪ This presentation and the content thereof are the copyright of 3DIP. All registered or unregistered service marks, trademarks and trade names referred to
in this presentation are the property of their respective owners and 3DIP’s use hereof does not imply an affiliation with, or endorsement by, the owners
of these service marks, trademarks and trade names. In no event shall 3DIP be liable to any party for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential
damages, including lost profits, arising out of the use of this presentation.

▪ Please note that this disclaimer may be altered or updated without notice. You should read it in full each time you read this presentation.
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Our goal for Toshiba: Value compounder through high-ROI capital allocations

ROE  14 % / ROIC  15 %1

10 years compounding

Shareholders' value JPY 12 tn3

Value per share6

￥27,000 yen

Value per share5

￥6,560 yen

Price per share4

￥3,265 yen

FY2020 FY2030

(In March 2030)

“Compound interest 
– The Eighth Wonder of the World.”
- Albert Einstein

Shareholders' equity JPY 3.7 tn2

References:  Company disclosed materials, 3D estimates

1. Calculation based on Toshiba's FY2020 expected core operating profit of JPY 220bn
2. Calculated based on compounding at 14% ROE (with 0% dividend payout ratio) until 2030, from a base of Shareholders' equity of JPY 910bn as-of the end of FY2019
3. Shareholders’ value is calculated assuming NOPAT continues to be reinvested at 15% ROIC until 2030
4. Share price as-of June 19, 2020

5. 3D's estimate of Toshiba’s current shareholder value per share
6. Expected Shareholders’ value per share if reinvestment continues through to 2030 at FY2020’s level of ROE and ROIC

(Based on FY2020 core operating profit)
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Executive summary

▪ We do not have an adversarial relationship with Toshiba. We have engaged in constructive dialogue with 
Toshiba over the past three and a half years. Our shareholder proposal is not a criticism of the current 
management setup. Our goal is for shareholders to express their views on what we believe is a better value 
growth discipline.  

▪ We wish to see in Toshiba long-term compounding growth of its capital. To achieve this objective, all 
management decisions should be centered on value creation for the company, and ROI should be the primary 
factor for management’s capital allocation strategies. 

▪ In contrast, the management team currently makes short-sighted and superficial decisions based on market 
appraisal considerations, which is far from ideal. 

▪ We believe that the main reasons for this are: the management team does not understand the value its 
shareholders are seeking and instead makes pandering and superficial management decisions to temporarily 
gain shareholder support; and the Board of Directors does not adequately supervise management decisions from 
the perspective of value creation.

▪ We believe that appointment of shareholder-nominated outside directors will eliminate both these issues. 
Shareholder-nominated outside directors, who are experts in value creation, would contribute to the decision 
making behind any capital allocation but also provide the necessary supervision to the executives on behalf of 
the shareholders. 

▪ Equipped with this, shareholders’ confidence will increase, providing support to management in making bold 
decisions for value creation while maintaining a high level of capital discipline. This will result in management 
that bases its decisions on value creation in the true sense of the term, and the company will see compounding 
growth of its capital.

▪ As such, we are recommending two outside director candidates who have the appropriate experience and ability 
to create such a virtuous cycle for Toshiba.
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Capital should grow at ROE

TOPIX

• Average ROE over past 20 years  5.8%1

• CAGR of Shareholders' equity
+ shareholder return yield over 
past 20 years  6.1%2

• CAGR of Shareholders' equity
over past 20 years 3.5%

US S&P

• Average ROE over past 20 years  12.8%1

• CAGR of Shareholders' equity
+ shareholder return yield over 
past 20 years 10.4%2

• CAGR of Shareholders' equity
over past 20 years 5.5%

The differing rate of growth in shareholders' equity between 
S&P and TOPIX is due to the difference in ROE

Poor capital disciplineReferences:  Bloomberg

1. Calculated by simple average of ROE over past 20 years
2. Simple average of CAGR of shareholders' equity per share + annual shareholder return yield, over past 20 years
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Toshiba

Toshiba’s capital stagnated because of its lousy capital allocations in the past

Toshiba

• Average ROE over past 20 years  4.1%1

• CAGR of Shareholders' equity
+ shareholder return yield over 
past 20 years 1.0%2

• CAGR of Shareholders' equity
over past 20 years -1.9%

Damage to capital caused by large asset impairment

• General-purpose DRAMs write-downs: JPY 91.5bn

• Impairment to goodwill: ~ JPY 1tn

• Nuclear power business JPY 979bn, retail store solutions business JPY 

28bn, electrical power distribution system business JPY 17bn, oil & 

gas and electricity sales business JPY 17bn ...

• Impairment to long-term assets: Approx. JPY 250 bn

• POS business JPY 60bn, discrete businesses JPY 60bn, electrical 

power distribution system business JPY 31bn, electricity sales 

business JPY 30bn, lighting business JPY 20bn, storage products 

business JPY 19bn, mixed signal IC business JPY 12bn ...

Lessons learned: Poor capital discipline damages capital
References:  Bloomberg,  financial results briefings materials, annual securities report
1. Calculated by simple average of ROE over past 20 years

2. Simple average of CAGR of shareholders' equity per share + annual shareholder return yield, over past 20 years
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Markets continue to be skeptical even after the management change

Although a range of steps have been taken since the appointment of Mr. Kurumatani as CEO, Toshiba’s share price 
has underperformed compared to its peers, and market confidence in the management team has waned

Relative share price trend (FY2018 to FY2019. Share price is indexed against the price as-of March 30, 2018 as set at 100)

?

Announcement of share buyback

Appointment of CEO Kurumatani 
Announcement of the Toshiba Next Plan
and start of share buyback Appointment of new outside directors

Retreat from the US LNG business

Acquisition of 3 listed subsidiaries

Fictitious transactions in Toshiba's consolidated subsidiary companies

References:  Company disclosed materials, Bloomberg
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Toshiba's current market capitalization is only half of its intrinsic value

Core 
business 

value
JPY 2.2 tn

Kioxia 40% 
share value
JPY 0.8 tn

Others1

JPY -0.1 tn

Implied 
equity value
JPY 3.0 tn

6,560 yen
per share

Current 
Mkt cap

JPY 1.5tn

3,225 yen
per share

51％
Discount

References:  Company disclosed materials, Bloomberg, 3D estimates

1. “Others” = investment securities book value, unutilized tax loss carried forward, minority interests (Toshiba Tec, Toshiba Carrier, Toshiba Elevator), pension liabilities, net 
debt
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Our goal: Toshiba compounds capital by reinforcing capital allocation discipline

A management system centered on value creation

1. Establish value creation for the company as the main objective

2. Implement ROI as the primary KPI

3. Determine allocation of resources and capital based on ROI

With capital discipline, Toshiba’s capital will start to compound at ROE, just like the TOPIX and 

S&P.

“Compound interest – The Eighth Wonder of the 
World.”
- Albert Einstein
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Our proposal

VSValue Price / Approval

ROI P/L

What we want What the Company seeks

• Management that bases its decisions on market valuation/appraisal will not increase value, so in the end the 
market valuation/appraisal will not increase either—just as there cannot be an increase in price without an 
increase in value. 

• Management that bases its decisions on P/L growth will tend toward short-term management. It will run the risk 
of making lousy long term investments and fail to make the medium- to long-term investment decisions that truly 
contribute to growth, and eventually P/L will not grow either.

• Even when superficial corporate actions that appeal to the market are taken, if these decisions are not backed by 
capital discipline, the market will perceive them as merely transient. In the end, the market will not value the 
actions taken. 

VS

Discipline TacticsVS
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Potential Misalignment ① Operating income rather than ROI is set as a KPI 

Growth in operating income does not always lead to value creation

• “Value” is the value that is returned to the shareholder, including the future value. 

This means that even if the operating income target for a single fiscal year (which 

may vary greatly from year to year) is achieved, it will not match the time horizon 

and value may not necessarily increase. 

• Setting operating income as a target leads to relaxed capital discipline. 

• If the ROI on the source of the growth is below the capital cost, that growth 

damages shareholder value.

Toshiba’s pursuit of growth in operating income has actually damaged 

shareholder capital

• Over the past 20 years, Toshiba has always set growth in operating income as a 

target.

• Capital discipline has relaxed and over-investment has been made to boost profit. 

Over the past 20 years, shareholder capital has declined by 30%.

The current management team has not learned from the past and sets 

operating income as a target that is not tied to value. The management 

target that Toshiba should set is ROI, which requires strong capital 

discipline. 

June 2020 The Toshiba Next Plan Progress Report

March 2001 Management strategy 
and medium-term business plan

August 2005 Strategies for Growth

May 2010 Strategies for Transforming 
Toshiba's Business Structure

May 2014 Mid-term Strategies for 
Sustained Growth through Creativity 
and Innovation (FY2014-2016) 

For the last 20 years, the company has always pursued 
growth in operating income

The company is still pursuing operating income

References: Financial results briefings materials
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Potential Misalignment ② Seeking market valuation with superficial measures

• Implementing superficial measures to try to directly increase the market valuation does not enhance intrinsic value, 

and does not demonstrate a high degree of capital discipline.

• Although management has taken various corporate actions and communication initiatives aimed at the market since 2017, the share 

price trend shows that these have not been highly regarded by the market.

• For example, the following corporate actions were made in pursuit of market valuation.

Reason(s) for stating that the decision was made in 
pursuit of market valuation

Reason(s) for stating that the decision was not 
based on value

JPY 700bn share buyback
(June 20181)

・Announced only 2 weeks before the General 
Meetings of Shareholders

・At the time, the General Meeting was to decide on 
the initial appointment of Mr. Kurumatani as a 
director and so the confidence of the shareholders 
was needed

・If the shares cannot be acquired at a price 
substantially below their value, value will not be 
created; however, management committed to a 
share purchase 5 months into the unknown future  

Explanation of the logic 
behind sales growth for TSR 
expansion
(November 20192)

・The fact that companies that have high sales growth 
have a high PBR is given by management in their 
explanation of the relevance of sales growth; 
however, this has no relation to value creation in a 
discussion of market value

・Growth investment that is below the cost of capital 
damages value. Management should have explained 
the relevance of investment efficiency for growth 
investment, but they did not

Explanation of the logic 
behind the decision to 
completely acquire listed 
subsidiaries 
(November 20193)

・Management cites EPS growth as the relevance of 
the acquisition, but this is a market valuation 
argument for multiplying the EPS by the PER, not 
value creation 

・Management did not give sufficient explanation as 
to why acquisitions that pay control premiums, rather 
than sales and receiving control premiums, will 
contribute to value creation

References: Company disclosed materials, financial results briefings materials
1. June 13, 2018 Toshiba’s Policy on Shareholder Returns 
2. November 13, 2019 Toshiba Next Plan Progress Report page.28 
3. November 13, 2019 Toshiba Next Plan Progress Report page.31
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Potential Misalignment ②’ Becoming an annual event

June 22, 2020
Announcement of a return to shareholders of proceeds 
from the sale of Kioxia shares1

June 13, 2018

Announcement policy of a JPY 700bn share buyback2

Situation ・Management requires shareholder confidence
ー In addition to the company’s proposals, the shareholders’ 
proposal will be voted on at the General Shareholders' Meeting 

・Management requires shareholder confidence

ー The appointment of Mr. Nobuaki Kurumatani as a new director 
was to be voted on at the General Shareholders' Meeting

Timing of the 
announcement

・Five weeks before the General Shareholders' Meeting ・Two weeks before the General Shareholders' Meeting

Policy 
implementation 
timing

・After IPO at the latest. The IPO is a few months in the future ・Five months after the announcement

Commitment details De facto commitment to the following

・Selling of shares at the unforeseeable Kioxia share price several 
months in the future

・Return to shareholders at the unforeseeable share price several 
months in the future

・Commitment to the share buyback at the unforeseeable share 
price 5 months in the future

If “value” had been 
a decision criterion

・The decision to sell Kioxia shares would have been made 
depending on the price. The issues of selling if the price was high 
or holding if the price was low should have been compared and 
weighed up. 

・Now, when the IPO price is unclear, it makes no sense to 
practically commit to the sale

・Only making a share buyback when the share price is 
significantly below the share value increases the per-share value. 
This means that the decision to make a share buyback needs to 
consider the share price at the time. 

・Committing to a share buyback several months in the future 
where the share price is unknown defies value creation logic

• The recently announced sale of Kioxia shares and the announcement of a return to shareholders of the proceeds is very similar to the 

announcement of a large share buyback 2 years ago.

• Even after receiving shareholder proposals, management is repeatedly making superficial decisions in pursuit of 

market valuation. 

References: Company disclosed materials
1. June 22, 2020 Notice Regarding Shareholder Return Policy 
2. June 13, 2018 Toshiba’s Policy on Shareholder Returns 
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Negative feedback loop:  A negative chain of events is entering its 5th year –
getting out of it is imperative

Shareholder distrust of the management team

Loss of confidence due to damage to value over the past 20 years, 
accounting scandals, no increase in value, etc. 

Zero growth in value

Superficial measures do not create value

Deterioration of shareholder confidence

Management decisions focusing on short-term 
market price

Unable to make the bold decisions that lead to value creation, 
taking superficial measures aimed at gaining shareholder support

Shareholders

Management 
team

The negative 
feedback loop

Falling share price

Declining support for the 
current management team

Monetization that ignores ROI and 
Reactive shareholders returns

Falling confidence in 
the management team

An unproductive loop that does not create value has formed due to shareholder distrust of management
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Negative feedback loop:  The only way to break out is management oversight 
by the board of directors 

The Board of Directors have a responsibility to supervise the management team from the perspective of value creation. 
However, the Board is unable to do so at present. Either the individual Board members lack the ability, or the Board as a 
whole is unable to function. 

References: Company disclosed materials

1. June 22, 2020    Notice Regarding Convocation of the Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders for the 181st Fiscal Year and the Opinion of the Company’s Board of 
Directors on the Shareholder Proposals

Conceivable causes

Insufficient ability to supervise 
management from the viewpoint of 
value creation

・To supervise from the viewpoint of value creation, one must have experience in increasing value under a high degree of 
capital discipline, and the ability to evaluate management based on that experience.

・In this regard, it is impossible to measure the presence or absence of this ability based on career history. For example, 
even if an executive has experience in M&A, if this experience damages value, then that person doesn’t have the 
experience or the ability that is required.

Lack of ability, especially in the 
Nomination Committee where power 
is concentrated

・The Nomination Committee members, who decide on the proposals for the election of directors, have considerable power.

・In 2019 all the members were outside directors of Japanese nationality, and it is doubtful that they had sufficient ability to 
supervise from the viewpoint of value creation.

・Toshiba's proposal calls for Ms. Ayako Hirota Weissman to be newly added to the Nomination Committee, but that does 
not dispel the possibility that directors with non-Japanese nationality being added is just a formality without substance. It is
necessary to verify whether Ms. Ayako Hirota Weissman truly has the abilities that are required. 

The company's governance system 
is simply for appearances’ sake

・The company has explained that its governance is progressive. Reasons given include the fact that of its 12 directors, 10 
are outside directors and of these, 4 have non-Japanese nationalities. Nevertheless, these are nothing more than formal 
requirements.

・Toshiba has made changes. In 2003 it adopted the committee system, establishing its position as a pioneer in corporate 
governance in Japan. Nevertheless, numerous scandals and excessive investments have damaged its value. 

・The company is unable to learn from experience. Meeting formal requirements alone should not be considered sufficient. 
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Overriding the KPIs: shareholder-led appointment of outside directors is essential

We think that outside directors need to have the following qualities and abilities

• Experience in increasing value through repeated capital allocation, and the ability to evaluate management based on this 
experience

• The ability to devote sufficient time to each board agenda item and execution report to determine whether these items are 
conducive to value creation.

• Be nominated as a candidate through a shareholder proposal and be appointed with the confidence of the shareholders (so that 
the appointee can act as a true representative of the shareholders)

The virtuous cycle that new outside directors will create 

• People who have experience in increasing value through repeated capital allocation are recommended as outside director 
candidates via shareholder proposals and are trusted by the shareholders

• They are truly the representatives of the shareholders, providing advice to and supervision of executives to support measures that 
contribute to value creation

• By continuously making decisions that contribute to value creation, shareholder confidence in the management team increases

• Through greater shareholder confidence, management is able to make bold decisions. Under proper supervision, management is 
able to make investment decisions with a high degree of capital discipline, resulting in management that bases its decisions on 
value creation in the true sense

• Through compounding growth in capital, value will increase exponentially
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Our two outside director candidates best fit the needs of Toshiba

Requirements for appropriate outside directors

• Experience in increasing value through repeated capital allocation

• The ability to devote sufficient time to each board agenda item and execution report to determine whether these items are 
conducive to value creation

• Be nominated as a candidate through a shareholder proposal and be appointed with the confidence of the shareholders 

Mr. Allen Chu

• Mr. Chu has a deep understanding of value. His entry point was investment in asset classes where value is based on the cash flow
(CF) of that asset. He later invested in listed stocks. As an asset manager, he himself is required to invest in a way that would 
increase the value of the portfolio he is managing. From his experience in achieving this, he has the experience to determine
whether each decision by the management team will contribute to enhancing value. 

• Other than running his own asset management company, he is not engaged in any full-time employment and so has sufficient time 
to understand the ideas behind each agenda item and each report.

• He has no personal relationship with the current membership team, and as a result of his monitoring he will be able to evaluate the 
merits of the management structure. 

Mr. Yuya Shimizu

• Mr. Shimizu promotes value investing, investing from the viewpoint of knowing precisely what shareholder value is and how to 
increase it. As an asset manager, he himself is required to invest in a way that would increase the value of the portfolio he is
currently managing. From his experience in achieving this, he has the experience to determine whether each decision by the 
management team will contribute to enhancing value.

• Since he has no concurrent posts, other than managing an investment company that he himself founded, he has sufficient time to 
understand the ideas behind each agenda item and each report.

• He has considerable knowledge of corporate governance and has a strong desire to apply this governance approach to Japanese 
corporations. In this respect, he has sufficient knowledge to judge the merits of the current management system based on 
monitoring results, and has a strong enough sense of his mission to express his opinions without any hesitation.
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Allen Chu
DOB: September 9, 1970

1992 Joined Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corp. (New York) Investment Banking Financial Analyst

1994 Joined The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., Investment Banking Division Financial Analyst
1995 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., Promoted to Associate in the Principal Investment Area (Singapore)
1999 The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., Principal Investment Area (HK, NY, Singapore) Executive Director

Appointed external director to a total of 9 companies (including Alibaba Group Holding Limited and SMIC 
(Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation)) 

2002 Joined Citadel Investment Group (Asia) Limited (Tokyo)  Portfolio Manager
2005 Joined Tudor Capital (Singapore) Portfolio Manager 

Elected Partner and Managing Director in 2007
2014 Joined Dymon Asia Capital (Singapore)  Managing Director
2018 Left Dymon Asia Capital Singapore (Singapore)
2019 Joined Noviscient Pte. Ltd. 

Partner and Chairman of the Investment Committee (current appointment)

Significant Concurrent Appointments: Board of Harvard University Association of Alumni in Singapore

Candidate 1:  Mr. Allen Chu

Dear Toshiba Shareholders,
My name is Allen Chu, Partner and Chairman of the Investment Committee of Noviscient, a multi-strategy, quantitative 

investment management company.

I seek your support for my election onto the Toshiba board of directors. I would like to bring my experience as a seasoned 
investor of private and public companies to assist the company in its transformation journey. If elected, I would be honored to 
work with the Toshiba board and management team to bring a fresh perspective on further optimizing the allocation of capital 
with a focus on ROIC oriented KPIs to maximize medium and long-term value, building a deep culture of accountability and 
adopting corporate governance best practices.  In addition, you have my full commitment to represent the shareholders to strive 
for best-in-class performance while building a healthy balance of the needs of all stakeholders.
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Yuya Shimizu
DOB: November 8, 1971

1994 Joined Goldman Sachs (Japan) Ltd.
2000 Joined Moore Strategic Value Partners, LLC

2003 Joined AC Capital Inc. 
(a private equity investment business company related to Asuka Asset Management Group)

2004 Joined Asuka Asset Management Co., Ltd.
2005 Joined Jermyn Capital Ltd.
2007 Joined Dalton Investments Group

2010 Joined Dalton Advisory Co., Ltd. (new entity established pursuant to the restructuring of Dalton 
Investments Group)
Representative Director

2011 Joined Suntelephone Co., Ltd. Outside Director
2015 Founded OTS Capital Management Ltd. (Hong Kong) Co-founder and Senior Portfolio Manager
2016 Founded Hibiki Path Advisors Pte. Ltd. (Singapore)

Representative Director and Chief Investment Officer (current appointment)

Significant Concurrent Appointments: Not applicable

Dear Toshiba Shareholders, 

My name is Yuya Shimizu, Founder and Chief Investment Officer of Hibiki Path Advisors, specializing in small cap 
value/engagement investing in Japanese Equities. 

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to run for the directorship for such iconic turnaround in my country. Bringing a more
dynamic capital markets in Japan by invigorating changes to individual companies have been my life-work as an investor, and, I 
would be excited to working together with Toshiba’s executives, and long-term shareholders, to “maximize” its long-term 
shareholder value. More specifically, if appointed, I would introduce value-oriented metrics such as ROI and ROIC for any capital 
decisions, and will not compromise my value orientation in formalizing logic and discipline into its corporate actions.

Candidate 2:  Mr. Yuya Shimizu
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Appendix
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Decision-making with value creation-focused management vs Toshiba’s current 
situation

Optimize cash flows generated by existing 
business portfolio, including the selection and 
concentration of businesses

Make decisions based on whether there is a 
contribution to value growth

Strict capital discipline using ROI as the primary 
KPI

Focus on maximizing single-year operating income, 
inappropriate selection and concentration of businesses

CF 
optimization

High-ROI 
reinvestment

Compound

shareholder 
value

Compounding shareholder value through repetition 
of the above measures

Decisions being made based on pursuit of market valuation

Operating income growth that does not demonstrate 
capital discipline being used as the primary KPI

Insufficient clarity of ROI as a hurdle of growth 
investments and M&A investments

Value creation-focused management 
decision-making 

Current situation

Looking to increase TSR by increasing market valuation 
through sales and operating income
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Despite the implementation of various measures since 2018, decision-making is 
still focused on market valuation

Apr. 2015 Accounting scandal (Irregularities including percentage-of-completion accounting) 

Nov. 2015 Goodwill impairment booked for Westinghouse

Jan. 2016 Acquisition of CB&I Stone & Webster

Mar. 2016 Sale of Toshiba Medical Systems Corp.

Apr. 2016     Goodwill impairment booked for the nuclear business and valuation loss booked for WEC Group

Dec. 2016 Large valuation loss booked for the U.S. nuclear business

Booking of large losses results in excess liabilities

Nov. 2017 600 billion yen raised through public offering

Jun. 2018 Toshiba Memory Corporation share transfer completed

Shareholder return policy including 700-billion-yen share buyback decided

179th Ordinary Meeting of Shareholders, Nobuaki Kurumatani appointed as Director, 
Representative Executive Officer, Chairman and CEO 

～～New Management Structure～～～～～～～～～～～～

Oct. 2018 Toshiba Client Solutions Co., Ltd. share transfer completed (sale of PC business)

Nov. 2018 Toshiba Next Plan announced (total shareholder return set as target)

700-billion-yen share buyback begins

Jun 2019       180th Ordinary Meeting of Shareholders, 10 out of 12 directors are outside directors (including 
five with international backgrounds)

～～New Board of Directors～～～～～～～～～～～～

Sep. 2019 Withdrawal from U.S. LNG gas business completed

Nov. 2019 Plan to fully acquire three listed subsidiaries announced

Jan 2020      Nobuaki Kurumatani appointed as Representative Executive Officer,
President and CEO

Fictitious transactions detected at consolidated subsidiary

Apr. 2020     Application for reinstatement to the first sections of the Tokyo and Nagoya stock exchanges

?

• The market’s confidence in a management team is trust that it will show capital 
discipline, proven through continuous decision-making that contributes to value.

• Simply taking measures to increase market valuation over time will not improve 
the market’s trust and market valuation, as it does not demonstrate capital 
discipline and improved value.

Although a range of corporate action has been taken since 2018...
Decision-making being limited by focus on market valuation, thus market 
confidence has not improved

Measures to 
raise market 
valuation

E.g. The market regards the 700-billion-yen share buyback as a measure to meet 
market valuation targets

• Large-scale share buyback covering about 30% of issued shares
• A buyback at a price well below share value increases the value of each 

remaining share
• However, share price did not rise.  

Why?
• Capital markets viewed it as a temporary measure to gain shareholder approval

• Share buyback ROI depends on share price, so a share buyback plan based 
on unforecastable share prices five months in the future shows that the 
decision was not based on ROI and demonstrates poor capital discipline

• The timing of the announcement just two weeks before the 179th Ordinary 
Meeting of Shareholders makes it clear that the aim was a temporary 
increase in shareholder approval

Timeline

• Jun. 13, 2018 Announcement of decision to make a 700-billion-yen 
share buyback (timing and price not yet confirmed)

• Jun. 27, 2018 179th Ordinary Meeting of Shareholders
Nobuaki Kurumatani appointed as director with an 

approval rate of only 63%
• Nov. 11, 2018       700-billion-yen share buyback begins

References: Company disclosed materials
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Management indicators also show decisions focused on market valuation rather 
than value creation

• Sales growth is being targeted to increase total shareholder return. 

• The logic behind this is that for companies with high sales growth, the price multiple = higher market 
valuation, so the aim should be growth. This is logic based on market valuation, not value. 

• Our goal is to understand from management why it thinks that sales growth is the most 
rational approach to increasing shareholder value. 

• EPS and ROE are used to show the quantitative merits gained from the complete acquisition of listed 
subsidiaries. 

• As the company cites increasing EPS as its goal in the complete acquisition of the listed subsidiaries, 
it is clear that the company is focused on market valuation, since EPS x PER = market valuation.

• Our goal is to understand from management what value shareholders are gaining in 
exchange for the 190-billion-yen cash outlay. Why does the complete acquisition of the 
subsidiaries create more value than a sale and receiving control premium? 

• The primary KPI in the current medium-term business plan is operating income for a single fiscal 
year.

• Value is determined by future CF, so focusing on highly variable single-year operating income does 
not lead to improved value due to a mismatch in time horizon.

• Targeting operating income leads to relaxed capital discipline and increases the potential for high-
risk capital allocation.

• Over the past 20 years, Toshiba has always used operating income as a target metric, damaging 
shareholder value through excessive investment.

• Our goal is the pursuit of value growth rather than operating income growth. Therefore, 
ROI should be used as a target indicator to express improved capital discipline and more 
effective capital allocation.

References: Financial results briefings materials

① Operating income used as a management target instead of ROI

② Management decisions are being based on pursuit of market valuation

June 2020  The Toshiba Next Plan Progress Report

November 2019  The Toshiba Next Plan Progress Report
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The board of directors has a duty to oversee current management and lead 
decision making from a value creation perspective

• Main role required of the board: Provide management oversight

• Corporate Governance Code1 Section 4 General Principle 4: “Given its fiduciary responsibility and accountability to shareholders, in order to 

promote sustainable corporate growth and the increase of corporate value over the mid- to long-term and enhance earnings power and capital 

efficiency, the board should appropriately fulfill its roles and responsibilities, including: Omitted (3) Carrying out effective oversight of directors 

and the management (including shikkoyaku and so-called shikkoyakuin) from an independent and objective standpoint.”

• Over the past 20 years, Toshiba has repeatedly made investments based on poor capital discipline, damaging its 

capital situation. Therefore, it is difficult to argue management is making decisions focused on value 

creation

• This highlights the duty of the board of directors to provide management with appropriate oversight and 

advice and to lead value creation-focused decision making from the following perspectives:

• Is the core objective of management to realize compound capital growth and create long-term value?

• Has ROI been positioned as the primary KPI and are all resources being allocated based on ROI?

• Is the current management team repeatedly making choices that result in high ROI and enhance Toshiba’s 

value?

☑

☑

☑

1. June 1, 2020      Japan’s Corporate Governance Code, Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc. 
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The value of core business is JPY 2.2tn

References: Company disclosed materials, 3D estimates

Core business valuation Stab. Mutiple references

(JPY bn) Value Rev

EBIT 

margin EBITDA

EV

/sales

EV

/EBITDA Reference

EV

/sales

EV

/EBITDA

Energy Systems & Solutions 483 571 6% 47 0.8x 10.3x

Nuclear 249 143 10% 17 1.7x 15.0x Westinghouse 1.5x 15.6x

Thermal & Hydro 128 221 4% 15 0.6x 8.5x Siemens & MHI ave. 1.1x 8.7x

T&D, etc. 106 228 7% 19 0.5x 5.5x Comps ave. 0.7x 6.2x

Infrastructure Systems & Solutions 987 1,358 7% 122 0.7x 8.1x

Public Infrastructure 255 444 8% 42 0.6x 6.0x Comps ave. 0.8x 8.2x

Buildings & Facilities 568 599 7% 52 0.9x 10.8x

Elevator (Domestic) 79 131 0.6x Fujitec 0.8x

Elevator (Overseas) 154 110 1.4x Canny Elevator 1.5x

Lighting 81 134 0.6x Signify 0.8x

HVAC (Domestic) 58 82 0.7x Fujitsu General 0.9x

HVAC (Overseas) 197 141 1.4x Gree electric 1.5x

Industrial Systems 163 405 5% 27 0.4x 6.0x Comps ave. 1.1x 8.3x

Real & Printing Solutions 206 507 4% 29 0.4x 7.0x

Storage & Electronic Devices Solutions 452 768 4% 61 0.6x 7.4x

HDD, etc. 217 453 3% 22 0.5x 10.0x Half of Seagate EV/sales 1.4x 8.1x

Devices 236 314 6% 39 0.7x 6.0x Comps ave. 1.6x 7.2x

Industrial ICT Solutions 153 256 7% 20 0.6x 7.5x Comps ave. 1.1x 8.2x

Others -38 307 -6% -5 -0.1x 7.0x

Total 2,242 3,497 5% 274 0.6x 8.2x


